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Example Candidate Responses – Paper 3

Introduction
The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge AS & A Level Design
and Technology 9705, and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance (high, middle and low
when available) relate to the subject’s curriculum and assessment objectives.
In this booklet candidate responses have been chosen from November 2017 scripts to exemplify a range of
answers.
For each question, the response is annotated with a clear explanation of where and why marks were
awarded or omitted. This is followed by examiner comments on how the answer could have been improved.
In this way, it is possible for you to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they
could do to improve their answers. There is also a list of common mistakes candidates made in their answers
for each question.
This document provides illustrative examples of candidate work with examiner commentary. These help
teachers to assess the standard required to achieve marks beyond the guidance of the mark scheme.
Therefore, in some circumstances, such as where exact answers are required, there will not be many
comments.
The questions and mark schemes used here are available to download from the School Support Hub. These
files are:

November 2017 Question Paper 32
November 2017 Paper 32 Mark Scheme

Past exam resources and other teacher support materials are available on the School Support Hub
www.cambridgeinternational.org/support.
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How to use this booklet
This booklet goes through the paper one question at a time, showing you the high-, middle- and low-level
response for each question. The candidate answers are set in a table. In the left-hand column are the
candidate answers, and in the right-hand column are the examiner comments.

Answers are by real candidates in exam
conditions. These show you the types of
answers for each level.

Examiner comments are
alongside the answers.
These explain where and
why marks were awarded.
This helps you to interpret
the standard of Cambridge
exams so you can help
your learners to refine their
exam technique.

Discuss and analyse the answers with
your learners in the classroom to
improve their skills.

This section explains how the candidate could have
improved each answer. This helps you to interpret the
standard of Cambridge exams and helps your learners to
refine their exam technique.

Lists the common mistakes candidates made in
answering each question. This will help your
learners to avoid these mistakes and give them the
best chance of achieving the available marks.
Often candidates were not awarded marks
because they misread or misinterpreted the
questions.
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Question 2
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

The candidate earns 1 mark for
citing ‘acrylic’ as a suitable material.
2 marks are awarded for giving
appropriate reasons.
Mark for (a) = 3/3
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

A detailed response describing
the key stages in making the
trough, along with clear annotated
sketches.
The candidate describes
appropriate marking out and cutting
procedures, including health and
safety precautions.
Mark for (b) = 7/9
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Example Candidate Response – high
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

The manufacturing method and
vacuum forming are appropriate
changes for producing a batch of
100 troughs.

Drilling holes for drainage is a
good modification of the trough, but
it is not relevant to changing the
batch size.
The manufacturing process is
described well here, earning 7 out
of a possible 8 marks.
Mark for (c) = 7/8
Total mark awarded = 17 out of 20
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
(a) The reasons given for the candidate’s choice of material could have been more detailed.
(b) The candidate needed to explain how the acrylic sheet could be heated uniformly until pliable, and then
included details of how it would be held in the correct shape on the former (just showing the clamp was
not enough). The candidate named the correct cement but gave no details about how the pieces would
be held in place while the joints hardened.
(c) More details showing draft angle would have earned full marks, or mentioning the use of a multipleformer to form more than one trough at a time. The candidate needed to include more detail about the
former used to manufacture a batch of 100 troughs.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
(a) Many candidates stated a suitable material for the product, but then gave very brief, unjustified reasons
for their choice. ‘Easy to shape’ was a common response that was not acceptable.
(b) Time allocation – some candidates spent far too long drawing sketches for every stage of manufacture.
Candidates should give a full sequence of manufacture and use detailed sketches with annotations for
up to three or four key stages only.
(c) A significant number of candidates produced very brief responses to this part. Many gave a brief list of
points or, in some cases, single words with no clarification. Some described the process to be used
without stating the reason why the process was better for manufacturing 100 of the chosen part.
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Question 5
Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments
The candidate gives four correct
applications of the chosen
materials.
Mark for (a) = 4/5

These are brief responses,
giving some reasons why the
materials are suitable.
2 marks for ‘copper’;
1 mark for ‘stainless steel’;
2 marks for ‘bronze’;
1 mark for ‘polystyrene’;
1 mark for ‘teak’.
Mark for (b) = 7/15
Total mark awarded = 11 out of 20
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
(a)

The candidate needed to give a clearer statement for ‘copper’.

(b)

The candidate needed to explain in more detail why the materials were particularly suitable. For
stainless steel, the candidate could have referred to the hardness of the material or to its highly
polished finish. Specific reference to casting, especially the ability to be cast with fine detail, would
have been helpful in explaining the suitability of bronze.
The candidate needed to make specific reference to expanded polystyrene and to include other
properties such as heat insulation and the ability to absorb impact to prevent damage to the product.
References to the exterior usage qualities of teak or sustainability would have gained credit.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
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(a)

Some candidates misread the question, describing the properties of the materials and omitting to give
a specific product.

(b)

Many candidates gave far too brief descriptions containing limited detail of why each material was
suitable, and as a result did not access the mark ranges.
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Question 7
Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments

All the components are included
and drawn in the correct
planometric.
Scale
Cabinet
Sink unit
Window
Mirror
Shower tray
Bath
Overall layout
Accuracy

1 out of 1 mark
1 out of 2 marks
2 out of 3 marks
1 out of 2 marks
1 out of 2 marks
2 out of 2 marks
2 out of 3 marks
2 out of 2 marks
1 out of 3 marks

Total mark awarded = 13 out of 20

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Scale
Cabinet

1 out of 1 mark
1 out of 2 marks

Sink unit
Window
Mirror

2 out of 3 marks
1 out of 2 marks
1 out of 2 marks

Shower tray
Bath
Overall layout
Accuracy

2 out of 2 marks
2 out of 3 marks
2 out of 2 marks
1 out of 3 marks

All features were clearly visible.
Size of cabinet was incorrect; the candidate should have
indicated thickness of material used.
Needed to include rounded front edges and depth of sink.
Needed further detail, e.g. window depth
No thickness of mirror indicated; could have included simple
glass render.
Depth of bath not indicated; untidy right end of bath.
Some details were missing; line quality could have been better.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
Some candidates did not use the time available particularly well and did not fully complete the planometric
drawing, omitting one or more features. Drawings often had no evidence of construction to position and
included only an outline for the features. The features were often not drawn to scale or they were inaccurate
and incomplete. Line quality was not good in a number of instances.
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Question 9
Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments

It is helpful for candidates to
plan out their responses, although
this example is limited with regard
to marketing.
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments

The candidate mentions
research and advertising issues.
3/8

Two key issues are described
here. 4/8
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Example Candidate Response – middle

Examiner comments

The candidate gives examples
of advertising and promotion. 3/4

Total mark awarded = 10 out of 20

How the candidate could have improved their answer
Examination of issues – The candidate described general issues of research and advertising (although it
could be argued that these are general knowledge), thereby achieving the wide range of relevant issues
mark band, 4–8 marks. This response did not cover the wider aspects of marketing, for example, product
feasibility, user trialling, price and placement.
Quality of explanation – Two key issues were described, but the discussion lacked evidence, explanation
and structure.
Supporting examples/evidence – The candidate mentioned specific research techniques and the
advertising of the fitness band. Placement examples or specific examples of how existing products can be
targeted at the target market would have gained more credit.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
There were few responses to this question. Some candidates tended to concentrate solely on the advertising
side of marketing without considering other issues such as reference to marketing push or wider reference to
the marketing mix of product , price, place and promotion.
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Question 10
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

A good range of issues are
considered in this analysis. 5/5
At least five valid and justified
specification points. 5/5
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

Three different concepts are
explored here, with some
annotation and evaluation of ideas.
5/5
There is clear annotation related to
each specification. 4/5
Different ideas, with some
innovation. 4/5
The strengths and weaknesses of
each idea are evaluated, with a
clear decision supporting the
selection of the idea for further
development. 4/5
Clear sketches, additional detail
and appropriate annotation. 5/5
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

Several functional and
constructional developments are
given here. 5/5
This is mainly description, but most
decisions are explained. 4/5
A good range of appropriate
materials is proposed. 3/3
Good coverage of appropriate
constructional details. 6/7
The developments are well
presented: clear sketches with
good supporting annotation. 4/5

An outline of the final idea. 6/10

The materials and components
are labelled, but there is limited
dimensional detail. 2/5
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

Some functional issues are
raised in the evaluation. 3/5

Total mark awarded = 65 out of 80

How the candidate could have improved their answer
The final selected idea did not fulfil all the required tasks efficiently; for example, the spring arrangement
between the two pvc tubes was not suitable.
Some materials and parts were labelled, but the candidate needed to add significantly more dimensional
detail.
The candidate pointed out some functional issues in their evaluation, for example, lack of stability, but did not
suggest any modifications or improvements.
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Common mistakes candidates made in this question
Many candidates repeated the specifications given in the question and included general points such as
‘aesthetically pleasing’ or ‘environmentally friendly’, without adding any further specific, justified points.
Acceptable specification points included:





the product must be stable in use to provide accurate launching
the product must not require excessive force to launch the bag
the product must have a method of being secured firmly when used inside and outside
the product should be easy to assemble and disassemble for ease of storage.

The weakness of some candidates’ specifications impacted upon their ability to evaluate, both in the
generation and exploration of ideas and also in the evaluation of the final proposal.
A significant number of candidates focused on only one type of propulsion method. Many candidates did not
show details of how the propulsion system would actually work to launch a bag.
Evaluations were often weak, due in part to the limited specifications given earlier in the question. Very few
candidates made specific reference to the proposed solution and most candidates did not suggest possible
improvements in their final evaluation.
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Question 12
Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

Most of the issues are
considered in this analysis, with the
focus mainly on transportability. 4/5

Valid and justified specification
points. 5/5
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Example Candidate Response – high
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

A good range of different ideas,
with some analysis of idea 3. 5/5

Well annotated. 4/5
Different ideas are proposed, with
some innovation. 4/5
The candidate clearly identifies and
evaluates the strengths and
weaknesses of each idea. They
include adequate reasoning to
support the idea they select for
development. 4/5
Generally good use of annotated
sketches.
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

Several functional and
constructional developments are
given here. 5/5
Very good descriptions of
constructional details. 4/5
A range of suitable materials are
proposed. 3/3
Most constructional details are
outlined. 6/7
Clear and well-presented sketches,
with good supporting annotation.
5/5
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Example Candidate Response – high

Examiner comments

A clear drawing of the proposed
solution. 5/10
The drawing includes details, with
some dimensions given. 4/5

The candidate includes some
evaluative remarks relating to
function here. 3/5

Total mark awarded = 62 out of 75
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
Analysis – Most issues were considered in this analysis, but they focused mainly on transportability. There
was no reference to menus.
Specification – The design was annotated well, but not all the features were described or justified.
Exploration – The candidate proposed different ideas, along with some innovation and evaluation leading to
development. To improve their answer, they should have included more comment on the flat pack
requirements.
Development – The sketches were good and clearly annotated. However, they lacked details on some
features.
The candidate included very good descriptions of constructional detail but did not explain all the functional
change decisions.
The candidate outlined most of the constructional details. However, the dovetails were incorrect in some
sketches.
Proposed solution – The proposed solution did not fulfil the requirement set by the question for the product
to be flat pack. The space allowed for the containers was too large: they could move and spill their contents.
Evaluation – The candidate included some evaluative remarks but did not suggest any improvements or
modifications.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
Some candidates offered flat pack solutions which used resistant materials, then designed suitable
connecting methods and/or used knock-down fittings in their proposals. However, a significant number of
candidates did not access the full mark range as they did not satisfy the requirement for the product to be
produced as a flat pack.
There were some excellent innovative solutions with many candidates demonstrating sound knowledge and
understanding of developments (nets) and rigid-card construction methods. A significant number of
candidates, however, presented variations of one basic idea rather than using the opportunity to be creative.
Evaluations were again relatively weak on this question. See comment on Question 10.
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